
Attention: Carefully review all installation instructions and diagrams before beginning the installation process. Please
make special note that the screws provided with your new blinds are made for mounting into wood surfaces and drywall on
wood installation. If you are mounting to masonry surfaces, metal or hollow spaces please visit a hardware store to
discuss the best options for your application.

Depending on how you have ordered your new blinds they have been produced to your specifications whether it is: ceiling,
inside or outside mount. Suggested items needed to complete your installation are:
PencilPencil
Standard or .” Nut Screw Driver or Drill Bit
Hand Screw Driver or Electric Drill
Level
Measuring Tape

Installation Steps:

1) Hold the headrail of the blind where you would like it to be mounted, ensuring the headrail is level, and there are
no obstructions, use a pencil to make reference marks at each end of the headrail.no obstructions, use a pencil to make reference marks at each end of the headrail.

2) Each horizontal blind is provided with 1 pair of end brackets and center supports if required, and two screws per
bracket. The orientation of the end brackets when being mounted should be with the doors of the bracket facing
towards the inside of the room. Using the reference marks which you have already made hold each bracket up and
mark each screw locations with a pencil, choosing diagonal screw locations is recommended. If you have been
provided center support(s) ensure the top of the center support is level with top of the end brackets. Once screw
locations have been marked and all bracket locations are level fasten and tighten all screws through brackets.locations have been marked and all bracket locations are level fasten and tighten all screws through brackets.

3) Open the doors of the end brackets and carefully slide the headrail of the blind into all brackets, Once the headrail
is fully in all brackets lower end bracket doors ensuring they close completely snapping closed.

4) Lower the blind using the lift cord and test the operation to ensure no foreign obstructions are effecting the opera
tion of the blind.

5) The valance has magnets attached to the back, simply place the valance on the headrail and align it to your liking.

Warning
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